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The reaction advectionediffusion equation (RADE) is proposed to describe the dynamic

processes in a heterogeneous biochemical system involved in hydrogen production in

a photobioreactor. The spatial- and temporal-dependent concentration functions of

metabolites in the differential equation are assumed as a multiplication of the spatial-

dependent function and the temporal-dependent function such that RADE can be uncou-

pled into spatial-dependent advectionediffusion equation and the kinetics equation. The

advectionediffusion equation along with the boundary conditions of the photobioreactor

acts as a constraint in solving the kinetics equation. Such a decomposition leads to an

approximate analytical solution of the advectionediffusion equation for a batch mode

tubular photoreactor under solar radiation. As a constraint, the analytical solution of the

advectionediffusion equation is then introduced into the kinetics equation to obtain the

dynamics of the concentration of metabolites in an inhomogeneity system. The dynamics

of the biochemical processes in a photobioreactor, as an example, was studied and the

production of H2 at the mesh grids was calculated for 250 h operation under solar radiation.

The results demonstrate the variation of H2 in both the radial and the angular directions

with time. The perturbed dynamics of hydrogen production is consistent in trend with the

available experimental observations of H2 production in outdoor photobioreactors.

ª 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Most of the mathematical models describing biochemical

processes, e.g., Metabolic Control Theory [1e3] and Biological

System Theory [4] assume that the system is homogeneous

and the reaction takes place instantaneously throughout the

space of the system and therefore, advection and diffusion of

the reactants and the products as well as the effects of the

boundary conditions can be ignored. For a small scale system,

such as small laboratory test apparatus where the homoge-

neity and the optimummicroenvironment of the systemcould

be convenientlymonitored andmaintained, thehomogeneous

assumption holds well. For industrial scale systems, e.g.,

bioreactors in which themixture of biomass, biocatalysts, and

nutrients are not uniform even under constantly mechanical

mixing and the homogeneity and the optimum microenvi-

ronment are hardly obtainable [5,6], the homogeneous

assumption may lead to discrepancies in the outcomes when

compared with a small scale system. A typical example is the

photobioreactor (PBR) for biomassorhydrogen (H2) production.

When a PBR operates under sunlight, the incident light inten-

sity illuminated on the reactor external surface is inhomoge-

neous and varies with time. In addition, the sunlight is

absorbed by biomass as it passes through the culture, which

results in the light attenuation (or light gradient) across the

medium in the PBR. These lead to the distribution of O2 and H2

at the boundary of as well as within the reactor being inho-

mogeneous and time-dependent. Thus, PBR is an
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inhomogeneoussystemthathas tobeconsidered in thereactor

designandoptimizationand in thepredictionofH2production.

The inhomogeneity is also one of the issues in widely recog-

nized scaleup problem [6e8] that prohibits commercialization

of the production of biomass, biofuel, or H2. Most of the

methods for PBRanalysis anddesignare basedon the averaged

sunlight intensity to calculate biomass or H2 production [9,10].

Such a simplification could either under- or over-estimate H2

production due to the inhomogeneity on the boundary and in

the system. To understand the effect of inhomogeneity on the

production of biomass or H2 in a PBR and to improve and

optimize PBR design, we propose to use the reaction advec-

tionediffusion equation (RADE) to describe the inhomogeneity

and dynamics of the biochemical processes. To facilitate in

solving the spatial- and temporal-dependent partial differen-

tial equation, RADE, we assume the concentration of metabo-

lites involving in the biochemical process can be expressed as

the multiplication of a time-dependent and a spatial-

dependent functions such that the original partial differential

equation can be decoupled into the spatial-dependent advec-

tionediffusion equation and the kinetics equation, which

makes the analytical solution tractable. The advec-

tionediffusion equation can be considered as a constraint in

solving the kinetics equation. A tubular PBR under the sunlight

illumination is studied and the effect of the inhomogeneity on

the H2 production is demonstrated. The proposed mathemat-

icalmodelprovidesa valuableandaneconomic computational

tool for the optimizationof PBRdesignand the improvement of

the efficiency of light utilization by biomass.

2. Governing equations

For inhomogeneous biochemical systems, e.g., PBR, both

physical and chemical processes play important roles in the

final products. The physical process involved is mass trans-

port through advection and diffusion while the chemical

process is the kinetics of different metabolites converting to

each other. The mathematical model describing the inhomo-

geneous system is reaction advectionediffusion equation

given by (see Ref. [11])

vCi

vt
þ U,VCi ¼ V,ðDiVCiÞ þ Ri ði ¼ 1;2;3;/;NÞ (1)

where i denotes ith component; Cið x!; tÞ is the concentration

function of spatial position x! and time t; U is the average

velocity of fluid flow determined by the NaviereStokes equa-

tions; Di is the diffusion coefficient; and Ri accounts for all the

local biochemical reactions; V is the gradient operator.

Numerous theories such as Biological System Theory (BST)

[4], Metabolic Control Theory (MCT) [1e3], among others have

beendeveloped todescribe thekinetics of biochemical reactions.

Here we use BST (S-system or power-law formalism, though

other laws will work the sameway) [4] to define Ri in Eq. (1), i.e.,

RiðtÞ ¼ ai

Ynþm

j¼1

C
gij
j � bi

Ynþm

j¼1

C
hij
j (2)

where ai and bi are the rate constants; gij and hij are the kinetic

orders. Eq. (1) can then be written as

vCi

vt
þ U,VCi ¼ V,ðDiVCiÞ þ ai

Ynþm

j¼1

C
gij
j � bi

Ynþm

j¼1

C
hij
j

ði ¼ 1;2;3;/;NÞ:
(3)

By assuming that Cið x!; tÞ can be represented by a multipli-

cation of spatial-dependent function Xið x!Þ and time-

dependent function Ti(t), i.e., Cið x!; tÞ ¼ Xið x!ÞTiðtÞ, Eq. (3) can
then be written as

_TiðtÞ
TiðtÞ¼

V,ðDiVXið x!ÞÞ
Xið x!Þ �U,VXið x!Þ

Xið x!Þ þ 1

Xið x!ÞTiðtÞ

2
4ai

Ynþm

j¼1

C
gij
j �bi

Ynþm

j¼1

C
hij
j

3
5

ði¼1;2;3;/;NÞ:
(4)

Now, let the advectionediffusion term to be zero, i.e.,

V,ðDiVXið x!ÞÞ
Xið x!Þ � U,VXið x!Þ

Xið x!Þ ¼ 0; (5)

Savageau’s power-law [4], Eq. (2), is recovered from Eq. (4),

i.e.,

_TiðtÞ ¼ 1

Xið x!Þ

2
4ai

Ynþm

j¼1

C
gij
j � bi

Ynþm

j¼1

C
hij
j

3
5 (6)

with the only difference being that the concentration function

is both spatial- and temporal-dependent.Xið x!Þ in Eq. (6) has to

be determined by solving Eq. (5) in combinationwith the given

boundary conditions of a system.

The homogeneous advectionediffusion equation, Eq. (5),

used here is only for a special case. In general, the advec-

tionediffusion equation can be described in three forms, i.e.,

V,ðDiVXið x!ÞÞ
Xið x!Þ � U,VXið x!Þ

Xið x!Þ ¼
8<
:

0
constant
fðXið x!ÞÞ:

(7)

Consequently, the kinetic equations in Eq. (6) become

_TiðtÞ ¼ 1

Xið x!Þ

2
4ai

Ynþm

j¼1

C
gij
j � bi

Ynþm

j¼1

C
hij
j

3
5þ

8<
:

0
constant� TiðtÞ
fðXið x!ÞÞTiðtÞ:

(8)

The use of different forms of the advectionediffusion

equation in Eq. (7) depends on the state of the source in

a system. The dependence of the concentration on spatial

position in the kinetic equations could be valuable in the

analysis of inhomogeneous biochemical systems, e.g., in PBRs,

in which light attenuation results in the inhomogeneous

distribution of concentration of various constituents.

3. Solution of the governing equations

3.1. Analytical solution of advectionediffusion equation

For a PBR, the intensity of incident solar radiation on its

surface varies with time and spatial position. The boundary

condition for the advection and diffusion equation is therefore

both temporal- and spatial-dependent. Here, we consider

a batchmode tubular PBRwith the boundary conditions at two

ends being independent of the spatial position and on the

cylindrical surface varying with time and spatial position as
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